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The aim of the workshop was to collaboratively
build a design brief to ensure that changes
to the streets and public spaces understood
and responded to people’s worries but equally
delivered on the ambitions local people have
for the area with respect to improving air quality,
increasing greening and tree planting potential,
making space for play, making spaces for
business and creating community spaces, for
example.

The workshop was centered around a streets
hierarchy principle which positions urban
streets on a matrix of ‘movement’ and ‘place’.
Movement-centered streets prioirtise movement
over people; over making places for people to
relax, sit, play and socialise. Importantly, streets
are not binary and they can move up or down
the scale on both axes depending on local
desire - making more space for moving through
at the expense of community space, or making
more green and community spaces at the
expense of movement space.

17.00

On November 6th 2020 a workshop steering
group orgnised a Community Conversation
facilitated by Urban Movement, to enable local
people to air ideas, views, and concerns with
regards to the streets and spaces of the local
area.
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A recording of this session can be viewed here.
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38m
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https://youtu.be/VOogLdZxuF8

164.43

In addition to this, the ‘Hierarchy of Road Users’
concept was introduced to highlight the road
users most at risk in the event of a collision
- placing them at the top of the hierarchy.
The road users most likely to be injured in
the event of a collision are pedestrians, in
particular children, older adults and disabled
people, followed by cyclists, horse riders and
motorcyclists and streets should be designed to
protect them.
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Turnham Green Terrace Existing Aerial
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Turnham Green Terrace Existing Situation - Technical Layout
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The street types matrix that the conversation was
focused on is again shown left, with more detail
describing these street types and their typical
characteristics shown below.
Currently, Turnham Green Terrace performs
the role of ‘High Street’ and examples of how
streets have increased their ‘place’ value or
simply improved their standing as a High Street
for people are shown right and below.
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PHASE ONE

Station Piazza - View 3
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EXISTING
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Additional footway
outside tube on
both sides

Shorter crossing
means less delay
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WIDER PAVEMENTS - Improvements along
Turnham Green Terrace should maximise the
benefit for those walking or wheeling down
the street, widening pavements and prioritising
people.

Connected High Street - View 2

Through wider conversation in the workshop,
BUS
following the development of this Design STOP
Brief, participants took part in a Poll to vote
on which street type we should be focusing
these improvements on, the result of which is
8 spaces
(shown below). This discussion48m
identified that
re-imagining Turnham Green Terrace as a City
Street should be the priority. An example of
what this could look like is shown right, with the
street as a City Place shown on the page after
to highlight where - with community buy in the street could go next.

Improved access to bus stop
improving journey times as
no need to move in or out

BUS
STOP

Space for street
trees and planting
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parking/loading
pad at footway
level
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7 spaces
38m

new zebra crossing on
obvious desire line so
crossings are spaced
every 100m
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STATION ARRIVAL - Building on the above, any
Turnham Green Terrace improvements should
dramatically improve the public realm outside
the Underground Station and create a sense of
arrival fitting for the local area.
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Chardin Road - View 1
7.00

CONNECTING PUBLIC TRANSPORT - Turnham
Green Terrace should be better connected to
public transport through any re-design, ensuring
better arrival spaces as well as better links to
bus stops on both sides of the street.

New zebra crossing
at park path

48.00

TEST + TRIAL - Ideas for Turnham Green
Terrace should be tested through some
weekend closures, with festivals and events
organised to highlight what can be done.
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AREA-WIDE APPROACH - Turnham Green
Terrace should be designed as part of an
area-wide strategy to ensure that changes on
Turnham Green Terrace do not drive more traffic
down other local streets in the area.

BUS
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FLEXIBLE STREETS - Turnham Green Terrace
should be designed with flexibility in mind,
ensuring the street can be different things at
different times - offering space for community
uses, play, and business activity at times for
example, whilst enabling businesses to service
their premises and local people to visit by
private car at times.

PERIPHERAL PARKING - Improvements to
Turnham Green Terrace should consider how
spacethe street in
parking can be removed 3from
taxi rank
order to increase its ‘place’ value and relocated
17m
nearby - especially within nearby multi-storey or
surface level car park facilities.
17.00

At the workshop we generated a Design Brief
from participant’s ideas, ambitions and concerns
leading to the following design brief or charter
which should guide the design of the street
going forwards.

PHASE TWO

Footway widened
outside tube to make
space for new crossing
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Restricted parking zone
(park only in marked bays)
Double yellow removed
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Reposition parking
space from new
crossing location
to replace single
yellow loading

Reposition parki
space from new
crossing location
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yellow loading
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Centre line removal to
slow traffic and make
the street less formal
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81 people registered for the event with 65
people attending.
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No net parking
loss and potentia
4.8m wide footw

60.00

No net parking
loss and potential
4.8m wide footway
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PARKING PRICING - Improvements to Turnham
Green Terrace should consider available parking
and ensure that parking pricing discourages
unnecessary trips but allows access by car for
those who need it.

BUS
STOP

PLACES TO SIT - Improvements to Turnham
Green Terrace should create community
spaces for relaxation with attractive seating and
potentially play.
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Improved motor vehicle
throughput and bus times
due to loading restrictions
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NEXT STEPS
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PHASE TWO

Station Piazza - View 3

Footway widened
outside tube to make
space for new crossing

Footway widened
outside tube to make
space for new crossing

The Community Conversation to date introduces
the strategic objectives of the community and
we are keen to continue discussing these
objectives with the community and London
Borough of Hounslow officers, in order to
progress improvements and make positive
change.

Additional footway
outside tube on
both sides

proved access to bus stop
proving journey times as
o need to move in or out
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orter crossing
ans less delay

Shorter crossing
means less delay
for all users
Connected High Street - View 2

Space for street
trees and planting

It is suggested that an RIBA Stage 1+2 process
is started which will work with the community to
co-design a package of measures that deliver
on the design brief and maximise the value of
Turnham Green Terrace to the community and
local people.

Potential for additional
loading/parking

The package of measures will need to look
at temporary and trial scenarios that help to
illustrate the potential of the street for other uses
alongside the uses the street performs at the
moment. These should include quick-wins as
well as a permanent scenario.

2.00

Potential 5.3m
wide footway
48.00

New zebra crossing and public space -Chardin Road - View 1

5.30
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new zebra crossing on
obvious desire line so
crossings are spaced
every 100m

Chardin Road - View 1
7.00

new zebra crossing on
obvious desire line so
crossings are spaced
every 100m

Chardin Road - existing

4.80

42.00

Restricted parking zone
(park only in marked bays)
Double yellow removed
2.70

7.00

Reposition parking
space from new
crossing location
to replace single
yellow loading

164.43

estricted parking zone
park only in marked bays)
ouble yellow removed

2.70

9.30

Centre line removal to
slow traffic and make
the street less formal

3.00

7.00

Improved motor vehicle
throughput and bus times
due to loading restrictions
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60.00

No net parking
loss and potential
4.8m wide footway

One way working southbound.
E3 bus rerouted to follow
South Parade and Fishers
Lane southbound and Clifton
Gardens/ Dolman Road/
Fishers Lane and South
Parade northbound

2.00
4.50
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Looking south towards Chiswick High Road- View 2
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Station Piazza - View 3
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